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Brief Outline - Roadmap 

Before we get lost in the details of various 
analyses and projects and to help in the 
overall orientation: 
 

The next few slides offer a brief overview of: 
– What we did in the past grant period 
– Outline what we propose to do in the next few 

years  
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What we did (1) 
Physics Analyses 
 

•  Completing Run 1 data (8TeV) analyses 
–  major contributions to 16 publications that use 8TeV data. 
 

•  Run 2 data (13TeV) analyses: 
–  Search for SUSY/DM in the all hadronic (Jets+Met) final state  
–  Soft lepton variant of above 
–  Same Sign di-lepton  
–  Single lepton stop search 
–   Z+Met (Opposite Sign di-lepton) 
–  WH+MET 
Details on the first 3 in the next presentation 
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3 of 5 Run2 SUSY 
Publications 
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SUS-15-011: Z+MET search is UCSD (Olivito, Welke Thesis) 
SUS-15-008: entirety lead by Cerati (UCSD) 
SUS-15-003: Derdzinski, Olivito, Zevi responsible  
                      for estimates of dominant backgrounds. 



“Surf & Turf” Collaboration 
•  We are extraordinarily productive by having 

formed a tight collaboration of friendly PIs 
–  Claudio Campagnari (UCSB) 
–  Bauerdick/Burkett/Jindariani (FNAL) 
–  Yagil & Würthwein (UCSD) 

•  We share software, data format, ops & knowledge 

•  For Example:  
–  Published 31 papers based on Run1 data. 
–  We produced 5/16 results shown at ICHEP16 within the 

SUSY group of CMS. 
All working at UCSD Tier-2 Center  
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What we did (2) 
Technical and R&D Contributions. 

-  Proposed data format changes to reduce storage usage, improve I/O 
and CPU usage. (miniAOD) – most used format in CMS Run2! 

-  Data access relying on network (on-demand) rather than static disk 
storage only. (XRootd) – is now a CMS standard 

-  Tracking code and algorithm development: 
-  Code optimization and speedup large gains made WRT run1 
-  New segment linking algorithm (ICHEP parallel talk) 

-  Study towards usage of Multi-Core computing. (MIC) 
-  Fireworks evolution 

-  Adapt to miniAOD 
-  Few features required for analysis & commissioning 
-  New geometries for upgraded detectors 

-  Trigger work 
-  e/γ work 
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What we propose to do 
-  Physics analyses 

-  Complete run 2 and its data analyses 
-  Focus on broad, signature-based DM search 
-  Additional, more targeted searches of interest 

-  Technical & R&D contributions 
-  Prepare for run 3 (~2021) 

-  Deploy some of the things we developed and learnt in the last 
years. 

-  R&D toward HL-LHC (~2026) 
-  Explore full utilization of the new detector as well as the new 

and evolving computing architectures. 
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•  We are continuously making major 
contributions to all timelines of CMS. 
1.  Analysis of Data taken 
2.  Present day Operations 
3.  Preparations for near term data taking 
4.  Long term R&D towards Run3 and the HL-LHC. 

NOTE: Work on operation is supported by the 
operations program. 
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Physics Data Analysis 
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Endgame of Run 1 Data Analyses 

–  Higgs Physics 
•  Final H to WW paper (Yoo Thesis) 
•  H to WW part of Higgs discovery paper 
•  3 other WW to lν lν topics, incl. VBF same-sign WW 

–  New Physics searches: 
•  5 papers in di-leptons  

–  incl. same-sign dileptons (Kelley Thesis) 
•  first stop paper of CMS (single lepton final state) 
•  2 other papers incl. single lepton final state 

–  Top physics (3 papers) 
•  ttZ X-section (McNeill Thesis) 
•  spin correlation & top polarization 
•  charge asymmetry 
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branching out 
from 

2 to 1 leptons  



Our Goal for Run 2 
Maximally exploit the 8 -> 13TeV increase in energy for as broad 

a set of NP searches guided by a single principle: 
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Two Types of DM Searches 

pp -> DM pair pp -> XY -> DM pair & stuff 

2/19/15 UCR 2015 28 

In both cases DM particles exit detector undetected. 

Small Rate as DM 
interacts only weakly 
with ordinary matter. 

Potentially very large rates if X,Y  
produced via  strong interactions. 
DM = lowest mass particle with 

infinite lifetime due to new symmetry. 

Dark Matter exists, and if it’s a WIMP 
then it may be produced @ LHC. 

Requires ISR or VBF for 
measurable MET. 

MET & jets & “other stuff” 



The case for broad searches 
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The Spectrum and nature of New Physics is 
unknown, with no guidance from theory. 

All we know or assume: 
Some kind of mechanism makes lowest mass WIMP(s)  
stable enough to match astrophysical observations. 
  

 - Will need lots of lumi to probe largest masses 
 - Will need lots of lumi to probe EWK production 

 
       One of the main motivations of HL-LHC 



The case for broad searches 
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0-lepton analysis

3

 

X

Bin in M
T2

, H
T
, nJets, nBJets

→ bin in p
T
(jet1) for 1jet region

→ total of 174 search bins

Since we do not know how New Physics will look like, we need 
comprehensive & uniform search binned in HT, MT2, njets, nbtags 

> 100 of search bins to cover all of phase space  
              in sufficient granularity… 



How do you find NP with  
100’s of bins  
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Inclusive 0-lepton analysis

4

 

Inclusive search: 

cover many diverse 

signatures

X

Bin in M
T2

, H
T
, nJets, nBJets

→ bin in p
T
(jet1) for 1jet region

→  total of 174 search bins

Depending on what “other 
stuff” gets produced 
alongside the DM, there 
will be excess yield in  
different final states.   
 
How do we find it? 

example: 6 different types of SUSY models 

A purely experimental approach:  
Draw a signal region around any significant observed excess. 
Double or triple the luminosity, and “discover” new physics  

unambiguously and without any LEE effect. 



Our broad searches 
•  all hadronic jets & MET 

–  published 2015 data 
–  preliminary results for ICHEP16 

•  same-sign dileptons 
–  published 2015 data 
–  preliminary results for ICHEP16 

•  jets & MET & soft lepton 
–  preliminary exploratory result with 2015 data 
–  expect to publish with 2016 dataset 

•  Z & MET & jets 
–  published 2015 data 
–  preliminary results for ICHEP16 
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Giovanni Zevi 
will discuss these 

in more details. 



Z & MET & Jets Search 
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14 8 Results
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Figure 2: The Emiss
T distribution is shown for data vs. the data-driven predictions in the on-Z

signal regions and the ATLAS-like signal region. The plots on the left show the values when
requiring Nb�jets = 0, and the plots on the right show the values when requiring Nb�jets � 1.
The bottom plot shows the ATLAS-like signal region. See Table 5 for yields.

2-3 jets 
HT≥400GeV 

≥4 jets 

zero b-tags ≥1 b-tags 

backgrounds dominated  
by Z+jets with MET 
Miss-measurement, 

especially for low Nj, Nb 

Welke Thesis 
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MET	Template	Method	
•  Use	photon+jets	to	model	MET	spectrum	in	Z+jets	

–  Z+jets	and	photon+jets	both	contain	no	“real”	MET	
–  I.e.	MET	comes	from	jets,	not	from	Z/gamma	

•  Require	well-measured	photon	object	
–  Use	prescaled	photon	triggers	with	pT	from	22-165	GeV	
–  Low	pT	triggers	weighted	by	prescale	

•  Reweight	photon	pT	spectrum	to	the	expected	pT	of	Z	in	signal	region	
–  This	is	done	independently	for	each	signal	region	

12/7/15	 OS	Dileptons	-	Vince	Welke	 16	

SRB	with	b-jets	
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From ICHEP Approval Talk 
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MET	Template	
•  Get	a	MET	spectrum	for	
each	signal	region	
– Normalize	this	MET	
spectrum	in	Z+jets	
dominated	region	of	MET	
<	50	GeV	

•  Example:	SRB	with	b-jets	
–  See	harder	MET	spectrum	
	aÅer	boson	pT	reweighKng	

12/7/15	 OS	Dileptons	-	Vince	Welke	 17	

From ICHEP Approval Talk 



Results 
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8.1 Results of the search for strong production 13

Table 5: Results for the strong on-Z search, binned as a function of HT, the jet multiplicity,
the b jet multiplicity, and the missing transverse momentum. In the ATLAS SR an additional
requirement is imposed on the angle between the Emiss

T and the two leading jets DfEmiss
T ,j1,j2 >

0.4 and the pT thresholds of the leading (subleading) leptons are increased to 50 (25) GeV.

Njets/ HT Nb-jets Emiss
T ( GeV) Predicted Observed

0

100-150 169.6 +16.1
�15.7 177

SRA 150-225 43.6 +7.1
�6.3 45

225-300 24.3 +12.7
�12.4 11

2–3 jets > 300 15.0 +4.8
�3.8 23

and HT > 400 GeV � 1

100-150 77.2 +9.2
�8.1 87

150-225 40.0 +7.4
�6.2 34

225-300 12.0 +4.6
�3.4 22

> 300 11.5 +4.5
�3.3 11

0

100-150 126.3 +12.5
�11.8 122

SRB 150-225 39.5 +7.0
�5.9 45

225-300 11.7 +4.4
�3.1 11

� 4 jets

> 300 5.7 +3.3
�2.1 7

� 1

100-150 240.8 +18.9
�16.1 238

150-225 81.2 +10.7
�9.6 99

225-300 24.1 +6.1
�5.0 24

> 300 7.2 +3.9
�2.6 7

ATLAS - SR:

HT +pT
`1+pT

`2 > 600 GeV Emiss
T > 225 GeV DfEmiss

T ,j1,j2 > 0.4 44.1 +8.4
�7.5 51

8.1.2 Results in the ATLAS signal region using JZB

Results for the ATLAS region using the alternative DY-estimation method with the JZB vari-
ables are presented in Fig. 3 where the JZB spectrum is shown for the predicted backgrounds
and the observed data. The Emiss

T requirement of the ATLAS region is not applied here, as the
JZB variable has the Emiss

T observable as an input.

In tabulated form, these JZB results are presented in Table 6. Good overall agreement is ob-
served and therefore the ATLAS excess seen in 2015 cannot be confirmed by this result.

8.1.3 Results of the edge search

The edge-like search features two distinct m`` regions, each of which is divided into two bins
using the leptonic likelihood, resulting in four signal regions. Table 7 summarizes the SM
predictions and the observations in these signal regions. A graphical representation of these
results is shown in Fig. 4, including the relative contributions of the different backgrounds.

The agreement between the prediction and the observed number of events is good for all re-
gions but one, where an excess is observed above the SM expectations. This excess is of the

No significant excess 
yields found anywhere. 

We also implement a 
search region where  
ATLAS saw excess in Run 1.  

Interpretation in terms 
of SUSY model 

4 5 Signal regions
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Figure 1: Diagrams for gluino and b̃ pair production and decays realized in the simplified
models (top row). The GMSB model targeted by the strong on-Z search is shown on the left.
On the right, the slepton-edge model features characteristic edges in the m`` spectrum given
by the mass difference of the c̃0

2 and c̃0
1. The electroweak production model EWK-WZ (bottom)

shows the production of a c̃0
2 together with a c̃±

1 , resulting in a final state with a Z, and a W
boson and two c̃0

1 s.

depending on the mass difference between the neutralinos, and decays according to its SM
branching fractions. The second one features sequential two-body decays with an intermediate
slepton ˜̀: c̃0

2 ! ˜̀` ! ``c̃0
1. The masses of the sleptons (ẽ, µ̃) are assumed degenerate and equal

to the average of the c̃0
2 and c̃0

1. The masses of the b̃ and c̃0
2 are free parameters, while mc̃0

1
is

fixed at 100 GeV. This scheme allows the position of the signal edge to vary along the invariant
mass distribution according to the mass difference between the c̃0

2 and c̃0
1. The mass of the

c̃0
1 has been chosen in such a way that the difference to the c̃0

2 mass is above 50 GeV, setting
the minimum possible edge position at 50 GeV. An example for one of the possible decays is
shown in Fig. 1 (right).

The simplified model for the electroweak search, referred to as the EWK-WZ model, can be
seen in the bottom of Fig. 1. It shows the production of a c̃0

2 and the lightest chargino c̃±
1 ,

which decay into a c̃0
1 and a Z, and a c̃0

1 and a W boson, respectively. The masses of the c̃0
2 and

c̃±
1 are assumed to be equal in this simplified model.

5 Signal regions
The signal regions are designed to provide sensitivity to a range of new physics models, includ-
ing the simplified models defined above. In the case of the strong on-Z and the edge search,
an additional signal region is included to investigate excesses seen by the ATLAS collaboration
when analyzing the 8 TeV data set [16] and the 13 TeV data set collected in 2015 [17]. Finally, a
signal region designed to investigate the excess seen by the CMS collaboration when analyz-
ing the 8 TeV data set [14] is also included in this analysis. The selections described below are
applied in addition to the dilepton selection described in Section 3.

rules out gluinos up to 
mass of ~1.4TeV 



Our Model Motivated Searches 

•  Higgsinos and stop are sufficiently high profile, 
theory motivated targets to warrant developing 
dedicated searches. 

•  Single lepton Stop Search 
•  WH+MET search 
•  ZV+MET search 
•  ZH+MET search 
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Marginal Sensitivity  
with ICHEP size data-set. 
Will thus skip them here. 

Become relevant with more data 



Naturalness for Experimentalists 
aka Nima’s bull’s-eye 
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is based on the fundamental relationships between the 19§ weak scale soft SUSY-breaking
parameters of the pMSSM, denoted here as pi (1 ⇥ i ⇥ 19), the mass of the Z boson and the
e⇥ective scalar mass parameters in the Higgs potential. Specifically, we consider the relation

M2
Z = �2µ2 + 2

m2
Hd

� t2� m2
Hu

t2� � 1
, (4)

where t� = tan � and m2
Hd,u

are the usual doublet mass terms in the Higgs potential. This re-
lationship is assumed to hold beyond tree-level and include well-known radiative corrections.
Since the masses m2

Hd,u
themselves depend upon the various pi via these loop corrections,

the usual quantities

Zi =
⇧(logM2

Z)

⇧(log pi)
=

pi
M2

Z

⇧M2
Z

⇧pi
(5)

can then be directly calculated. We then define the overall amount of FT in a given pMSSM
model via the single parameter [23, 24]

� = max(|Zi|) , (6)

although an alternative definition of fine-tuning,

⇥ =
�⇤

i

Z2
i

⇥1/2
, (7)

will also be considered briefly in the discussion below. Clearly in the limit that only one of
the Zi dominates in this sum these two definitions will yield essentially identical results. In
practice, this need not be the case, although the contributions to both fine-tuning measures
are indeed dominated by only a few of the Zi. Generally we expect that in a given model, ⇥
will be somewhat larger (by factors of a few) than �. Thus requiring ⇥ to lie below a specific
value will place a stronger fine-tuning constraint than requiring � to be below that same
value.

In performing our calculations of fine-tuning we employ the same assumptions used
during the generation of our two model sets (in particular, that the masses and Yukawa
couplings and, for consistency, the associated A-terms of the SM fermions of the first two
generations are zero). In this case, the 1-loop, leading-log (LL) contributions to the Zi

arising from the five pMSSM Lagrangian parameters MQ1,2, ML1,2, Mu1,2, Md1,2 and Me1,2

are all identically zero and, in addition, the corresponding 2-loop, next-to-leading-log (NLL)
contributions from these same parameters are very highly suppressed and can be safely
ignored.

For a generic pi, contributions to the corresponding Zi may first appear at tree-level,
LL or NLL order. Although in most cases we will keep only the leading term, in some cases
the numerics warrant including the higher order contribution as well. All of the various

§For the gravitino LSP model set, the e�ect of m3/2 on the fine-tuning is completely negligible.

23
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FIG. 1: Natural electroweak symmetry breaking constrains the superpartners on the left to be

light. Meanwhile, the superpartners on the right can be heavy, M ⇥ 1 TeV, without spoiling

naturalness. In this paper, we focus on determining how the LHC data constrains the masses of

the superpartners on the left.

the main points, necessary for the discussions of the following sections. In doing so, we will

try to keep the discussion as general as possible, without committing to the specific Higgs

potential of the MSSM. We do specialize the discussion to 4D theories because some aspects

of fine tuning can be modified in higher dimensional setups.

In a natural theory of EWSB the various contributions to the quadratic terms of the Higgs

potential should be comparable in size and of the order of the electroweak scale v � 246GeV.

The relevant terms are actually those determining the curvature of the potential in the

direction of the Higgs vacuum expectation value. Therefore the discussion of naturalness

7

“Large” cancellations are “unnatural” 

Small stop mass 

Small higgsino masses 

since no hard info, yet, on the crucial configuration
SUSY still well alive,

see, e.g., Dimopoulos, Giudice for SUGRA-mediation, 1995
(to be made more precise in any given SB-mediation scheme)

The key equations:

�m2
u � �

3y2
t

8⇥2
(m2

t̃L
+ m2

t̃R
+ A2

t ) log M/mt̃

⇥m2
t̃ �

8�s

3⇤
m2

g̃ log M/mt̃

mb̃L

mh̃
m2

h

2
⇥ �|µ|2 + m2

u

h

t̃

t̃
g̃

t

All s-particles other than                      weakly constrainedg̃, t̃L, t̃R, b̃L, h̃
6/23
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2nd order loop contributions to second term  
also require the gluino  

not to be too large in mass. 

Cartoon from 
arXiv:1110.6926 

Eq. from 
arXiv:1206.5800 



Stop Search in 1-lepton & 
MET & jets 
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Dominant Background 
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Figure 3: MT distributions.

3 Search strategy126

3.1 Background composition for a single-lepton top squark search127

This section provides a brief overview of the dominant backgrounds, how they are suppressed,128

and how the remaining background is estimated.129

There are three types of backgrounds:130

• Single lepton background131

• Lost lepton background132

• Background from Z ! nn̄133

3.1.1 Single Lepton background134

For any search in the single isolated lepton plus jets plus missing transverse momentum (Emiss
T )135

final state, the single lepton background is the largest before any signal selection is applied.136

However, it can be reduced dramatically with a combination of Emiss
T and the transverse mass137

(MT) (computed from the selected lepton kinematics and Emiss
T , see formula in sec. 5.7.1).138

Figure 3a shows the MT distribution in simulated W+jets events for Emiss
T � 50, 150, and139

250 GeV. It shows the kinematic edge due to the W mass, and how this edge becomes more140

and more dramatic as Emiss
T is increased.141

Figure 3b shows the shape of the MT distribution for Emiss
T � 250 GeV, requiring at least 2 jets142

and only one lepton at generator level, all with pT � 30 GeV. The figure overlays the generator143

and reco-level MT distribution for W+jets and tt. In both cases, we plot as generator level the144

MT of the lepton–neutrino pair. We see from this figure that the high MT tails at generator145

level look very different for W+jets and tt. This is due to the fact that the top mass imposes146

a kinematic constraint on the W boson mass spectrum in tt, but no such constraint exists in147

W+jets. As a result, the high MT tail in tt 1-lepton events is dominated by Emiss
T resolution148

effects, while for W+jets it is largely driven by physics, i.e. the width of the W boson.149

Figure 3b teaches us that the 1-lepton background after MT and Emiss
T selections is a complicated150

Before MET & MT cuts a mix  
of 1-lepton bkg from  

top and W dominates.  

Shape comparison of truth level MT 
distributions as a function of MET. 

For large MET cuts the W width is the dominant 
source of true MET at large MT 

Tail flattens out due to W width in 
W+jets but not in top (see next slide) 



Eliminate top 1-lepton bkg 
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(a) Reconstructed MT distribution
in reconstructed W(`n)+jets events.
The W boson mass edge becomes
steeper with increasing Emiss

T re-
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Figure 3: MT distributions.

3 Search strategy126

3.1 Background composition for a single-lepton top squark search127

This section provides a brief overview of the dominant backgrounds, how they are suppressed,128

and how the remaining background is estimated.129

There are three types of backgrounds:130

• Single lepton background131

• Lost lepton background132

• Background from Z ! nn̄133

3.1.1 Single Lepton background134

For any search in the single isolated lepton plus jets plus missing transverse momentum (Emiss
T )135

final state, the single lepton background is the largest before any signal selection is applied.136

However, it can be reduced dramatically with a combination of Emiss
T and the transverse mass137

(MT) (computed from the selected lepton kinematics and Emiss
T , see formula in sec. 5.7.1).138

Figure 3a shows the MT distribution in simulated W+jets events for Emiss
T � 50, 150, and139

250 GeV. It shows the kinematic edge due to the W mass, and how this edge becomes more140

and more dramatic as Emiss
T is increased.141

Figure 3b shows the shape of the MT distribution for Emiss
T � 250 GeV, requiring at least 2 jets142

and only one lepton at generator level, all with pT � 30 GeV. The figure overlays the generator143

and reco-level MT distribution for W+jets and tt. In both cases, we plot as generator level the144

MT of the lepton–neutrino pair. We see from this figure that the high MT tails at generator145

level look very different for W+jets and tt. This is due to the fact that the top mass imposes146

a kinematic constraint on the W boson mass spectrum in tt, but no such constraint exists in147

W+jets. As a result, the high MT tail in tt 1-lepton events is dominated by Emiss
T resolution148

effects, while for W+jets it is largely driven by physics, i.e. the width of the W boson.149

Figure 3b teaches us that the 1-lepton background after MT and Emiss
T selections is a complicated150

Large dependency of top 1-lepton 
bkg on resolution effects. 
 => cut hard on MT to eliminate it 

W+jets bkg is largely independent  
of resolution effects. 
=> Normalize W+jets bkg in zero-B 
    control region. 

Require MET > 250GeV && MT>150GeV for robust search. 



Results 
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Figure 3: Data- and simulation-driven background estimates together with the observed data
yields in the signal regions, described in Table 1, collected during 2016 pp collisions. The un-
certainties, which are the quadratic sums of statistical and systematic uncertainties, are shown
as shaded band. Three signal hypotheses are overlaid.

cross section. We exclude top squark masses up to 860 GeV for a massless LSP and LSP masses
up to 380 GeV for a 700 GeV top squark mass.

Figure 5 shows the 95% confidence level (CL) upper limit for pp ! et1et⇤1 ! bbec±
1 ec±

1 , ec±
1 !

Wec0
1, together with the upper limit at 95% CL on the excluded signal cross section. The mass

of the chargino is chosen to be (met1
+ mec0

1
)/2. We exclude top squark masses up to 775 GeV for

a massless LSP and LSP masses up to 325 GeV for a 700 GeV top squark mass.

5 Summary
We presented a search for direct top squark pair production in pp collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV in

events a single isolated charged electron of muon, jets, and large Emiss
T using 12.9 fb�1 of data

collected with the CMS detector during the 2016 run of the LHC. No sign of signal is observed
and exclusion limits are set in the context of supersymmetric models with pair production
of top squarks that decay either to a top quark and a neutralino or to a bottom quark and a
chargino. Assuming that all top squarks decay to a top quark and a neutralino, we exclude
at the 95% confidence level top squark masses up to 860 GeV for a massless neutralino and
neutralino masses up to 380 GeV for a 700 GeV top squark mass. We also show results for the
top squark decay to a top quark and a neutralino or a b quark and a chargino, with the chargino

Dominant bkg is lost 
leptons from ttbar to 
di-lepton + 2 b-jets. 

Normalized by data in 
di-lepton control region. 



Stop to top + LSP Limits 
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Figure 4: The exclusion limits at 95% CL for direct top-squark production with decayet1 ! tec0
1.

The interpretation is done in the two dimensional space of met1
vs. mec0

1
. The color indicates

the upper limit (95% CL) on the cross section times branching fraction at each point in the met1
vs. mec0

1
plane. The area to the left of and below the thick black curve represents the observed

exclusion region at 95% CL, while the dashed red lines indicate the expected limit at 95% CL
and their ±1s experiment standard deviation uncertainties. The thin black lines show the effect
of the theoretical uncertainties stheory on the signal cross section.
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Fig. 10 Interpretations using the primary results from the BDT
method. (a) !t → t!χ0

1 model; (b) !t → b!χ+ model with x = 0.25;
(c)!t → b!χ+ model with x = 0.50; (d)!t → b!χ+ model with x = 0.75;
The color scale indicates the observed cross section upper limit. The

observed, median expected, and ±1 standard deviation (σ ) expected
95 % CL exclusion contours are indicated. The variations in the ex-
cluded region due to ±1σ uncertainty of the theoretical prediction of
the cross section for top-squark pair production are also indicated
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200GeV better limit 
at low LSP mass 

first limit in  
“gap region” 

100GeV better limit 
at high LSP mass 



Importance of Carefully Chosen 
Control Region Normalizations 
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Mark Derdzinski (UCSD) W/Z pT Discrepancies

W pT: nJets
๏ Trend persists with tighter nJet cuts

3
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Contributions to CMS 
•  We routinely make contributions to POGs, 

PAGs, TSG 
–  these are typically aligned with our physics 

interests. 
•  We have long term commitments to CMS in 

the SW & C areas. 
–  these are typically of strategic interests to CMS 

as well as to us. 
•  In the following slides we briefly mention our 

main contributions. 
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PAG, POG, and TSG 

•  SUSY PAG convener ( fkw 2013/14) 
•  Tracking POG convener (Cerati 2013/14) 

–  One of main developers – tracking speedup 

•  Generator Group convener (Padhi 2012/13) 
•  SUSY leptonic subgroup convener (Olivito 2017) 
•  Specific POG/TSG work: 

–  Dominic Olivito: trigger development and commissioning 
–  Giovanni Zevi: e/γ commissioning  
–  Vince Welke: MET commissioning 
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Trigger work (TSG) 
•  During Long Shutdown 1 Olivito worked on: 

–  isolated muons in HLT 
•  optimized tracking for isolation calculation -> important for HLT CPU budget  
•  single and double muon path definition 

–  single photon HLT, incl. pre-scaled paths 
•  necessary for our Z+MET analysis as well as SM physics 

–  single jet, HT, HT&MET, both L1 and HLT 
•  necessary for most of SUSY physics in 2015 

•  Prep for 2016 data taking: 
–  was SUSY trigger convener, thus focus on SUS triggers, especially HT, 

MET, HT&MET in HLT 
•  aligned jet definitions in HLT w offline to tighten turn-on vs pT. 

•  Olivito was TSG representative for SM and SUSY groups 
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Reconstruction & Tracking 
•  Reconstruction code coordinator for global CMS (Krutelyov) 
•  Overall code performance and speedup (Cerati, Zevi, Tadel) 
•  Tracking code optimization and development (Cerati, Zevi) 

–  Bottom line of above two – significant speedup (more than x20) of the 
CMS tracking: 
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e/γ & Visualization  
•  CMS visualization development & support: 

–  software & development (Tadel, Mrak-Tadel) 
•  responsible for visualization in CMS 
•  responsible for EVE, the visualization package of ROOT.  

–  operational support at P5 during data taking (Cerati, Olivito, Zevi) 
•  e/γ commissioning (Zevi, Derdzinski) 

–  Clustering code was re-written by CMS w emphasis on energy resolution 
during LS1 

–  We found that this degraded fake electron rejection by x2-3 
•  very bad for our same-sign di-lepton analysis 

–  Was fixed by Zevi in time for start of run2 
–  Coordinating object performance measurements for POG & SUSY PAG 

since. 
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Computing Operations 
•  Tier-2 Center Operations 
•  Operate the provisioning system used by both CMS 

and OSG (glideinWMS) 
–  Dost in charge of both => joint ops team with CAT-A at 

CERN supervised by Dost. 
•  Operate the global pool, i.e. the overlay HTCondor 

batch system for all of CMS production and analysis, 
except the T0 & HLT. 
–  Letts is CMS wide lead for submission infrastructure, and we 

have run some of the services on generator backed up 
power in SDSC at various times. 
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Computing Development 
•  Introduced the “Any Data, Anytime, Anywhere” 

revolution in CMS during LS1. 
–  long term XRootd support for CMS is now at UCSD 

•  we are part of the international XRootd collaboration headquartered 
at SLAC, and including mostly SLAC, CERN, UCSD. 

– developed XRootd caching software 
– contributed to XRootd monitoring software 

•  We proposed a production scale caching test for this 
Fall/Winter as an R&D towards future directions in 
Data Management. 
–  CDN or NDN as possible long term strategy for HL-LHC 
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Proposed plan of work for next 
few years: 
 
1. Complete run 2 and its data analysis. 
2. Prepare for: 

 - Run 3 (~2021) 
 - R&D toward HL-LHC (~2026) 
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Run 2 Completion  
Expect to collect: 
-  40-50 fb-1 of integrated luminosity by end of year. 
-  ~150 fb-1 of integrated luminosity by the end of Run 2 
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Data will have increasing number of interaction per crossing. 
Requiring adjustments to reconstruction and analyses 

Goals:  
-  Update analyses by Moriond with full 2016 sample -> publish! 
-  Exploit higher luminosity to explore higher masses and EWK 

production using full Run 2 sample -> keep publishing! 



Computing is getting  
really expensive… 

•  One of the major issues facing CMS (and ATLAS) is the 
increased complexity of the data as instantaneous luminosity 
goes up: 
–  We are facing 50 interactions/crossing soon this year 
–  HL-LHC foresees a MEAN (!!) of ~200 interactions/crossing. 

•  Detector evolution: 
–  New tracker 
–  New EndCap calorimeter 
With current algorithms, the cost of reconstructions ~ cost of 
tracker !!! 

•  Presented talk at ICHEP that argues for tracker geometry to be 
mindful of offline tracking reconstruction costs. 
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Computer Architecture is 
changing … 

•  New computing architectures (Many-Core based) 
–  DOE committed to new Intel KNL hardware @ NERSC and Argonne 
–  NSF committed to new KNL at TACC 
–  Requires massive parallelization and vectorization of code – which is 

serial in nature!! 

•  Current code and algorithms must evolve to be able to use/
cope with new tools/environment 
–  working with Cornell & Princeton on fundamental R&D towards 

vectorized & parallelized tracking algorithm 
–  were asked recently to deploy what we have already learnt from this 

fundamental R&D into CMS main code base. 

•  Continuous program of cross fertilization between R&D 
and production CMS releases for years to come. 
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Our People on DOE-HEP 
•  Profs: Yagil, Würthwein 

•  Post-Docs:  
–  Left recently: S.Padhi (Amazon since 9/15), G.Cerati (FNAL Scientist 

since 8/16), Yanjun Tu (faculty Hong Kong 2014) 
–  Current: D.Olivito, J.Wood, G.Zevi 

–  Future: P.Chang (start ~1/17), M.Masciovecchio (start ~12/16) 

•  Graduate Students:  
–  Graduated recently: Welke, McNeill, Kelley, Yoo 
–  Current: M.Derdzinski (~17/18), D.Klein (~17/18), B.Hashemi (~17/18), 

S.May (20/21) 
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Fkw & Open Science Grid 
•  Fkw is presently the “Executive Director (ED)” 

of the Open Science Grid. 
–  replaced L.Bauerdick when he became Ops 

Manager of U.S. CMS.  
•  Fkw agreed to be OSG ED under the 

condition that it does not interfere with his 
research fraction on CMS. 
– OSG buys fkw out of teaching. 

•  positive side effect: fkw can travel for CMS research as 
needed. 
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Summary & Conclusions 

•  Strong and diverse Physics Program 
– 31 papers in Run1, 3 so far in Run2. 

•  Wide range of major contributions to CMS 
– Long Term Institutional Commitment to 

Software & Computing 
– Short term contributions to POGs, PAGs & TSG 

•  depending on needs of our physics analyses, and 
skill sets & interests of our post-docs and students. 

•  Strong Program at all time scales of CMS 
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Backup 
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Tracking costs,  
Many Cores & New Algos 

•  HEP code is (mostly) serial in nature 
–  Trivial exceptions like calibrations of hits and such 

•  Slowest and most costly part of code is tracking 
(specifically: pattern recognition)  

•  Scales horribly with occupancy – luminosity 
–  Becomes unaffordable at HL-LHC 

•  Not in position to use new computer architecture  
1.  Develop new ones, more naturally vectorized 
2.  Requires re-casting existing algorithms  
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Tracker Layout, new 
tracking algorithms and 

impact on  
Speed/Cost of tracking  
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From ICHEP presentation 



From ICHEP presentation 
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From ICHEP presentation 
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Adapting to new Many-Core 
computer architecture 
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Many-Core based tracking 

•  In collaboration with Cornell (Wittich) and 
Princeton (Elmer) 

•  Started an R&D effort during Long 
Shutdown 1 

•  Goal: explore and understand how to adapt 
CMS’ most costly and complicated part of 
the reconstruction code – tracking code to 
be used on the Xeon-Phi platform 
– Main focii – parallelization & vectorization 
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Status and Plans 
•  Have a complete setup for the barrel and end-cap 

regions of the CMS tracker 
–   working to complete the transition region 

•  Code has been re-engineered, and can run on 
either the main CPU (Xeon) or on the many-cores 
card (Phi) 
–  Working w Intel to understand and improve speed, 

optimization issues encountered 
•  Were asked by CMS SW management recently to 

incorporate into main CMS reconstruction 
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Status 
•  Results shown in various mtgs: 

–  ACAT14: http://arxiv.org/abs/1409.8213 (already cited in pif)  
–  CHEP15: http://arxiv.org/abs/1505.04540 
–  IEEE15: http://arxiv.org/abs/1601.08245 
–  CDT16: http://arxiv.org/abs/1605.05508 
–  FNAL seminar: 

http://cd-docdb.fnal.gov/cgi-bin/DisplayMeeting?conferenceid=608 
–  Accepted for CHEP in fall 2016. 
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